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UPDATE: F-35s Returned To Flight After Engine Inspection
By F-35 Joint Program Office

ARLINGTON, Va. -- After completing inspections, more than 80 percent of operational F-35s have
been cleared and returned to flight operations. All U.S. services and international partners have
resumed flying with their cleared aircraft.
The F-35 Joint Program Office continues to work closely with the military services to prioritize fuel
tube replacements using the current spares inventory. Pratt & Whitney is rapidly procuring more
parts to minimize the overall repair timeline for the remaining jets. Current inventory will restore
about half of the impacted jets to flight operations, and the remaining aircraft are expected to be
cleared for flight over the coming weeks. The issue is not expected to impact F-35 deliveries and
the program remains on track to meet its target of 91 aircraft for the year.
On October 11, 2018, the F-35 Joint Program Office issued an enterprise-wide inspection of a fuel
tube within the engine on all F-35 aircraft. If an engine had a suspect fuel tube installed, the part
would be removed and replaced. If the engine had a known good fuel tube installed, then the
aircraft could return to flight status.
More than 1500 suppliers are on the F-35 program and this is an isolated incident which is quickly
being addressed and fixed. Safety is our primary goal, and we will continue to take every measure
to ensure safe operations while we execute our mission.
The action to perform the inspection resulted from the ongoing investigation of the F-35B that
crashed in the vicinity of Beaufort, South Carolina on 28 September. The aircraft mishap board is
continuing its work and the U.S. Marine Corps will provide additional information when it becomes
available.
The primary goal following any mishap is the prevention of future incidents. We will take every
measure to ensure safe operations while we deliver, sustain and modernize the F-35 for the
warfighter and our defense partners.
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